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FIG.	1		 	 Edward	Wolfe,	Portrait	of	H.S.	Jim	Ede,	1931.	2	 	 Kettle’s	Yard	poster,	c.1957	3,	4	 	 H.S.	Ede,	sketch	with	notes	for	Jeremy	Lewison,	1981	5		 	 Cambridge	Review	cover,	May	1970	REDACTED	6,	7	 The	Barnes	Foundation,	Merion,	exterior	views	8	 The	Barnes	Foundation	Room	22,	1927	9	 The	Barnes	Foundation	Room	22,	2016	10		 The	Barnes	Foundation	west	wall,	Gallery	4,	1928	11	 The	Barnes	Foundation	west	wall,	Gallery	4,	1951-1952	12	 Ede’s	‘gramophone.’	13	 Interior,	Kettle’s	Yard	‘throw	the	ball	to	the	pictures	and	the	pictures	throw	it	back.’	14	 	 Interior,	Kettle’s	Yard	Cottages,	detail,	lemon	on	pewter	plate.	15	 	 Richard	Pousette-Dart	Four	Brass	Rings	and	One	Jade	Ring,	c.1940-1941		16	 	 Interior,	Kettle’s	Yard	Dancer	room.	17	 	 Main	Gallery,	Phillips	Memorial	Gallery,	1923.	18	 	 Music	Room,	Phillips	Memorial	Gallery,	c.1930.	19	 	 East	&	West	Parlours,	Phillips	Collection,	c.1950-1951.	20	 	 News	of	the	Day,	Dartington	Hall	newsletter,	March	1934.	21	 	 Interior,	Dartington	Hall	(private	house)	Music	room,	1964.	REDACTED	22	 	 Dumbarton	Oaks	main	building,	1945.	REDACTED	23,	24	 	 Dumbarton	Oaks	gardens,	1945	&	2002.	REDACTED	25	 	 Dumbarton	Oaks	interior,	Music	Room,	c.1937-1940.	REDACTED	26	 	 Alfred	Stieglitz,	Life	and	Death,	c.1927.	27	 	 Intimate	Gallery	announcement,	1925.	28	 	 Constantin	Brâncuși,	Oiseau	dans	l’espace,	1926-1927.	REDACTED	29	 	 St	Peter’s	Church,	Cambridge.		30	 	 Brâncuși’s	studio,	photograph	by	Robert	Doisneau,	1957.	REDACTED	31	 	 Ben	Nicholson,	Still	Life	with	Knife	and	Lemon,	1927.	32	 	 Ben	Nicholson,	Relief	Design	1934,	installation	view.	33	 	 Ben	Nicholson,	March	1962	(Argos).	
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		 	Figs.42,	43	Henry	van	de	Velde,	Folkwang	Museum,	Hagen,	1902.		Left:	music	room,	1902.	Innen-Dekoration,	Nov.	1902,	280.	Artwork	©Artists	Rights	Society/DACS.	Right:	entrance	hall	with	fountain	by	George	Minne	and	paintings	by	Paul	Gauguin	and	Henri	Matisse,	c.1910.	Photo	©	Bildarchiv	Foto	Marburg;	artworks	©	Artists	Rights	Society/DACS.				
		Fig.44	Installation	view,	International	Exhibition	of	Modern	Art,	organized	by	Katherine	Dreier	and	the	Société	Anonyme,	Brooklyn	Museum	of	Art,	November	1926	–	January	1927.	Katherine	S.	Dreier	Papers/	Société	Anonyme	Archive,	Yale	Collection	of	American	Literature,	Beinecke	Rare	Book	and	Manuscript	Library.	
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		Fig.45	Titian	room,	Isabella	Stewart	Gardner	Museum.	Of	note	is	the	installation	of	Christ	Carrying	the	Cross	(1505-1510,	Circle	of	Giovanni	Bellini),	which	is	placed	on	a	table	at	right	angles	to	a	window	with	a	seat	placed	directly	in	front	of	it.		The	viewer	is	invited	to	sit	and	contemplate	this	work	at	close	quarters	while	also	considering	its	relationship	with	other	works	in	the	room.	Courtesy	ISGM	/	Sean	Dungan			
						 Fig.46,	47	Elm	Row,	Hampstead,	1920-1936.	Papers	of		H.S.	Ede,	KY/EDE/8.		Photographs	by	Kamran	Latifi	©	Kettle’s	Yard,		University	of	Cambridge.	 		
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				Fig.48	(above)	White	Stone,	Tangier,	c.1937.						Photographer	unknown.					Papers	of	H.S.	Ede,	KY/EDE/8.						REDACTED.									 Figs.	49,	50	(left,	below)	Interiors,	White	Stone,	Tangier,	c.1937,	showing	works	by									Christopher	Wood	and	Ben	Nicholson.										Photographer	unknown.	Papers	of	H.S.	Ede,							KY/EDE/8.							REDACTED.	
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																Fig.51	The	garden	at	Les	Charlotières,		Chailles.	Photographer	unknown.	Papers	of	H.S.	Ede,	KY/EDE/8.		REDACTED				
		Fig.52	Interior,	Les	Charlotières,	Chailles,	showing	Christopher	Wood’s	
Mermaids	(1930).	Papers	of	H.S.	Ede,	KY/EDE/8.	Photograph	by	Geoffrey	Burnaby	©	Kettle’s	Yard,	University	of	Cambridge.		
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		 Fig.53	Sculpture	in	the	Home	exhibition,	London,	1950.		©	Hayward	Gallery	Library	&	Archive,	London.	REDACTED			
